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Author's note: Dennis Shrock led a nationally acclaimed graduate
program in choral conducting at the University of Oklahoma for
28 years until his retirement in July 2006. As the final conductor
to complete the DMA in a long lineage of students under
Shrock's tutelage, I have had the opportunity to benefit fi-om the
instruction of this eminent conductor; to reflect with him on his
impressive career in choral music, and to discuss his plans for the
present and future.The following interview took place at Shrock's
home in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

ennis R. Shrock, foI-medy a Samuel Roberts Noble
Presidential Professor of Music and director of
graduate choral studies at the University of Oklahoma since 1978, has been honored with the title
of Professor Emedtus of Music. Shrock has had an unusually
varied and distinguished caree,~ one that has included significant
academic, professional, community, and service positions. Shrock
earned his BME from Westminster Choir College, and his MM
and DM from Indiana University, where he founded and served
as music di,-ecto,- of the Bloomington Chamber Ensemble, and
the then newly formed Studio Opera Program, both of which
are still in existence today.
Shrock accepted his first teaching position in 1967 at Metuchen
High School in Metuchen, New Jersey, and ultimately held faculty
positions at Indiana University, Southwest Minnesota State College, Westminster Choi,- College, and finally, the University of
Oklahoma. During his career; Shrock assumed many prestigious
conducting posts with community o'-ganizations, including the
positions of assistant conductor and chorus director of the Oklahoma Symphony Orchest,-a, artistic director of Oklahoma City's
Canterbury Cho,-al Society, and artistic director of the Santa Fe
Desert Chorale. Shrock has also conducted a vadety of all-state
and festival choruses, including the 2005 New York All-State
Chorus, the 2006 Texas Two-Yea,- College All-State Choir; and
the 2007 Oklahoma Arts Institute Cho,-us.
A forme,- member of the cho,-al panel of the National Endowment fo,- the Arts, Shrock has lectut-ed at numerous ACDA
regional and national conventions, served as edito,- of the Choral
Journal, contributed chapters to the festschrifts honoring Howard
Swan and Roger Wagne,~ served as the principal contributor to
the Norton Historical Anthology of Choral Music, and is now
wdting a comprehensive book titled Choral Repertoire that will
be published by Oxford University Press next year.
Dennis Shrock has received countless awards and luminous
reviews in recognition of his accomplishments, including the
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Oklahoma Governor's Award fo,- Contributions to the State of
Excellence, the Directo,- of Distinction Award from the Oklahoma
Choral Dit-ectors Association, and the Alumni Merit Award from
Westminster Choi,- College. While serving as artistic di,-ecto,of the Santa Fe Desert Chorale, Shrock's performances and
,-ecordings were described among music critics as "magnificent,"
"intelligent and eloquent," "soul-satisfying," "rare sonic perfection," and "flawless." In 2003, the City of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
issued an official proclamation naming December 22 "Dennis
Shrock Day."
Bishop How did you choose choral conducting as a career; and
did you deliberately vary you,- professional experiences?

Shrock Fi,-st of all, I don't ever remember wanting to be a
conducto,~ In high school, I wanted to be an architect, and then
in college I wanted to be a composer or theorist. However; I had
meaningful choral experiences in high school, especially in being
exposed to great ,-epertoire, and in college I was given numerous
conducting opportunities. For instance, I occasionally conducted
rehea,-sals of Westminster Choir and I even conducted one
pe,formance. But I never really felt comforiable as a conducto,~
While I was a quick study in matters of gestu,-al communication,
and while I had clearly defined goals, I didn't particularly feel
comfortable dealing with people-that is, until myfi,-st job. The
high school students, with whom I was pdvileged to work, taught
me about pe,-sonal communication and gave me the incentive
to continue a ca,-eer in conducting. Even then, though, my career
was more a matter of conducting choosing me ,-ather than my
choosing conducting.
My varied career was, to a point, similady unplanned. As an
example, it was not my idea to found and direct the Bloomington
Chambe,- Ensemble, which, by the way, still exists today. It was
the brainchild of Ann I(earns, who at that time was the wife of a
non-music faculty member and who, as I remember; worked hard
to convince me to be a pari of her vision. Similarly, it was not
my desire to conduct the Canterbury Choral Society. As many
conductors know, a community cho,-al society takes an ino,-dinate
amount of time and effo,-t. I was "talked into" directing Canterbury by some very creative and persistent community leaders,
who assured me that they would take care of all non-musical
matters which, by the way, they did completely. Interestingly, my
expedences with both the Bloomington Chamber Ensemble and
Canterbury have been some of the most satisfying and meaningful
experiences of my ca,-eer.
Bishop When and where would you say your college teaching
career actually began?

Shrock One might say that it began with my first full-time
academic appointment at Southwest Minnesota State College;
however; it actually began before then. As an undergraduate at
Westminste,- Choi,- College I was encouraged to be a teache,~
as a high school teacher I felt that I belonged in higher education, and as a graduate student at Indiana University I actually
taught undergraduate conducting classes.To completely answer
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your question, though, I would say that my people have been my mentol-s. However,
career in academia began over a period of it was Howard Swan who most influenced
time as I assessed my strengths and weak- me, and it is Swan whom I credit with guidnesses, and as I determined that I was best ing my cal-eel' the most. Swan had come
suited to teach at the college level.
to Westminstel-for a one-week workshop
and I was responsible for his care. We
Bishop I've often heard you speak of shal-ed all meals together and many long
how your life as a conductol- was influ- personal discussions, the I-esult of which
enced by such figures as Robert Shaw, was-typical of Howard-that he found
out more about me than I found out
RogerWagnel~ and Howal-d Swan. Would
you consider these conductors your men- about him. Just befol-e he left, he said to
tOI-S? How did they influence you?
me, "Dennis, tbere are two types of people
in our field, conductors and scholars. You
Shrock I have been extremely fortunate can be both."
to cross paths and interact with many
great conductors and choral leaders. I was Bishop You have just retired from acain choirs that sang for Leonard Bernstein, demia. What would you say were some
Eugene Ormandy, Leopold Stokowski, and of your most significant accomplishments
Herbert von Karajan when I was a student during your teaching career?
at Westminster Choir College; I got to
know Kenneth Jennings at St. Olaf while Shrock First, retirement is only a label,
I was in Minnesota; I prepared choirs for one that says I am not currently teaching
Pierre Boulez and Rafael I<ubelik during at an institution of higher learning. But I
the time I taught at Westminster and also have merely moved from one aspect of
intel-acted with the many conductors who teaching to another: from the confines of
visited and worked at Westminster while a specific classroom to the broadel- audiI was there, including Robert Shaw, Roger ences of people who will read the books
Wagner, and Howard Swan; and I inter- I am writing. Without a doubt, my most
viewed Weston Noble, Helmuth Rilling, significant accomplishment in academia
Margal-et Hillis, Dale Wadand, and Vance was attracting great students. No other
George while I was editor of the Choral accomplishment comes close.
Journal. In one manner or another, all these
Bishop While your time in academia
may have been measured by the success of
your students, your time with professional
ensembles has been marked by personal
triumphs. Reviews of your performances
with both the Oklahoma Symphony and
the Santa Fe Deseri Chorale were filled
with supedatives. First, let me ask, how did
you come to be so highly respected as an
orchestral conductor?

Shrock My relationship with the Oklahoma Symphony began with my prepal-ation
of choruses for the performances of major
choral/orchestral works. Those activities
led to a collabol-ation with the Canterbury
Choral Society, and then to conducting
solely orchestl-al works. Eventually, I was
conducting almost all the major choral/orchestral works, many of the ballets, and a
number of youth-oriented conceris. The
orchestral musicians appreciated the fact
that I always ran efficient rehearsals, that
my gestures were clear and communicative, that I knew what I wanted from a
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score, and that I was honest when it came
to questions about instruments that were
beyond my scope of knowledge. More
important, especially in tel-ms of quality
performances, I was very careful in my
selection of repertoire, whether I prepared
that repertoire for anothel- conductor
or whether I conducted it myself. This is
to say, I only chose or agreed to prepare
I-epertoire that I knew could be prepared
adequately and performed at the highest
ariistic level. Consequently, I waited many
years before conducting works such as
the Brahms Requiem, Bedioz Damnation
of Foust, and the Vaughan Williams A Sea
Symphony. I never conducted or prepared
the Mahler Symphony 8 or the Britten War
Requiem.
Bishop And what about the Desert
Chorale? How did you elevate the status
of that ensemble so quickly during your
time as artistic director?

Shrock I employed the same philosophies with the Desert Chorale as
those that I have just described with the
Oklahoma Symphony and Canterbury.
Everyone and everything was chosen in
terms of potential quality. I chose singers
according to their ability to sing, expertly, a
wide variety of styles and to create meaningful experiences for audiences. I spent
more time than I will ever admit choosing
repertoire that would challenge the singers but also be within their grasp, given our
limited rehearsal time. Idesigned programs
that I felt would be aesthetically enriching
to Santa Fe audiences, and I chose venues
that would assist and not detract from our
musical goals. I also viewed myself as an
enabler to the singers, whose rich talents
created superior performances. Ithink the
key to success with professional musicians
is to understand theil- expectations and
be prepared to satisfy them, challenge
them artistically (technically and musically),
program repertoire that will aesthetically
enrich their audiences, communicate efficiently and honestly, and give credit where
credit is due.
Bishop Discuss youl- experiences with
Canterbury Choml Society, which I presume was comprised largely of amateur
singers? Is your philosophy of working with
amateurs different from those you've just
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was, and I didn't want them to know that
I didn't know what I was talking about.
Shroci< The philosophies and goals aloe Besides, I hadn't come fi"om a musical
the same; howeve,~ the leade," of a com- backgmund, so it wasn't enough to know
munity ensemble has some unique chal- that certain things in performance were
lenges, and he or she must give careful the way they we,"e, just because. I needed
attention to priodtization and develop- to know why.
As fo," pe,formance practice in particument in order to build and maintain a
quality organization.The challenges include la,~ it occurred to me eady in my career
motivation,,"eCl"uitment and retention, and that the how of performance (timbre,
training. With Canterbury, fo," example, volume, pitch, vibrato, tempo, articulation,
I was always faced with motivating the phrasing, exp,"ession, and pe,"sonnel) was
singe,"s. I had to give them reasons in one as important as the what of performance
rehearsal to return to the next one, I had (pitches and rhythms, vowels and consoto inspire them to give thei," best, and I had nants, etc.). Furthermo,"e, I realized that
to pmvide experiences that would en,"ich we did a disservice to eady music if we
them. I also had to pedodically monito," pe,formed it according to modern coneach singer's participation while training ventions.We alte,"ed it, transfo,"med it, and
the ensemble as a whole. In order for us eventually misrep,"esented it. We have an
to develop and impmve over the years, I obligation to investigate the conventions
had to attract and ,"etain talented singers, of performance that were common to
and I had to educate them so that they eras and countries and gen,"es, and to do
were increasingly capable each year. All this our best to manifest those conventions
took patience, planning, and persistence. in our pe,fo,"mances. So, I began to do
Of cou,"se, every effort on my part was research, and one thing led to anothe,~ I
rewarded by the manifold efforts of many kept discovering that eady music came to
others, and every attempt to motivate life and made sense when performed acand enrich others pmvided motivation cording to the conventions of its historical
and endchment for me as well. I came to time, and I was repeatedly aided by my
admire their commitment, ,"espect their graduate students, who were so helpful
efforts, and love thei," achievements. So, my to me and so g,"ateful for the information
experiences working with the community they ,"eceived.
singers were ve,"y positive.
Bishop Did yOU," position as editor of the
Bishop Apart from conducting, your Choral Journal allow you to advance these
career has been defined by a continuous scholarly interests?
commitment to musical schola,"ship, especially in the area of pe,formance practice. Shroci< Editorship of the Choral Journal
Talk about the development of yOU," scholady interests.
descdbed with professionals?

Shrock Well, when Howa,"d Swan challenged me to be both a conductor and
a schola,~ I knew that he had come to
understand me. I also knew that it was
important to the future of choral music
for conductors to be histodcally informed.
Being a conductor without the backing
of schola,"ship was no longer enough. As
I once told Margaret Hillis, who said to
me that performance practice was fo,"
musicologists, "Marga,"et, musicologists
talk about music, but we pe,form it. We're
the ones who need the info'"mation."This
pedagogical rationale aside, I was scared
to death when I was young. I was teaching
graduate students who we,"e olde," than I
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was a natural way fo," me to realize Howa,"d Swan's challenge, and a great vehicle for
me to help impmve the state of the cho,"al
art. I took my edito,"ial responsibility very
seriously, and Iwo,"ked hard to pmvide the
readership with helpful, quality material. I
didn't attempt to change things (except
the covers), although many things did in
fact get changed, and that is what I think a
lot of people remember. I'm most pleased
that I was able to publish interviews and
othe," articles that gave conducto,"s insights
into the ideas and p,"actices of successful
leade,"s in the field. I'm also pleased that
I was able to bdng the Choral Journal into
the compute," age. In addition, I loved getting to know so many magnificent people
in ACDA, and I appreciated the support
that so many of them gave me.

Boshop What aloe your publication pmjects?
Shrock The,"e are three, all unique and
all very much needed: a cho,"al,"epertoire
book, a series of pe,formance practice
books, and a collection of music fo," choral
conducting classes.
The choral repertoire book, which will
be published by Oxford University Press,
is currently occupying all of my time. It's a
huge project, one that will comprehensively
explore the choral music of appmximately
500 compose,"s, and one that will result in
a book of about 1,000 pages. It will include
short biographical sketches, discussions of
each composer's complete choral output,
and annotations of majo," works including
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performing forces, duration, and commentary. The book is meant to be a guide to
programming for practicing conductors, a
textbook for students and teachers, and a
reference for scholars and choral enthusiasts. It will be finished by the end of this
year and available by mid-200B.
The performance practice books are
in various states of completion. I've finished the one on the Classical era, I've
drafted the one on the Baroque era, and
I've assembled material (with/our help)
for the one on the Renaissance era. That
leaves the Romantic era, and perhaps, the
Modern era as well. Each book is a compendium of primary sources arranged by
topic.Those topics forthe Classical era are
sound, tempo, articulation and phrasing,
metric accentuation, rhythmic alteration,
ornamentation, and expression. In addition, there are musical examples from the
era that demonstrate the various topics
of performance. My hope is that Oxford
will publish one book per year; beginning
in 2009.
The collection of music for choral conducting classes is designed to bring, under
one cover; musical pieces that will aid the
student conductor in developing gestural
skills.There al"e about 100 complete pieces
that address everything from starting on
various beats and off-beats in various meters, to matters such as phrasing, articulation, fermatas, extended beat patterns, and
multiple voice parts. The music basically
consists of folk tunes in simple settings that
can be easily sung in classes with modest
resources. I'm really excited about the
collection, and it's almost completed. I just
have to find time to locate and work with
an appropriate publisher.
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Shrock Commit yourselves to quality
and study. Listen to recordings and live
performances of great choral works, sing in
Shrock Yes, I conducted the Texas Two- choirs that are noted for their excellence,
Year College All-State Chorus at TMEA in become literate in the language of music
February 2006, and the New York All-State (Le., learn all aspects of music's notation),
Chorus in December 2005.1 also accepted study a language or two orthree, become
an invitation to conduct the Oklahoma intimately familiar with the choral music
Arts Institute Chorus earlier this summer. of master compOSel"S, and go to a college
In addition, I am continuing to help former or university where you will be exposed
students with their careers. Hopefully, I'll to great music, art, and literature, and one
be giving futul"e clinics and othel- pl"esenta- that has an extensive libl"ary of chol"al .
tions in conjunction with the publication scores.
of my books.
Bishop What advice would you give
Bishop Are you optimistic about the conductors launching their post-doctoral
direction of choral music today, or about careers?
the direction of music and performance
Shrock First and foremost, remain opin general?
timistic; maintaining a positive attitude is
Shrock Yes and no. I am definitely op- crucial. After that, I think there are several
timistic about the force of choral music things that are important become proin society and about the technical quality ficient in the art of the job search, comof musical performance. More and more municate with as many people as possible
people are singing in choirs, and these about job openings, make sure that your
choirs are delivering better and better per- resume and materials represent you in
formances.That's the good news.The bad the best light possible, portray yourself
news is that quality repertoire, especially as one who is committed to team efforts
in terms of historical masterworks, has and as one who communicates effectively
become more and more remote in our with a variety of people (from students
society. Young people are given fewer ex- to administrators), be prepared to take
posures to it, choirs are performing less of a less-than-perfect job in a less-than-perit (which means that conductors are pro- fect location (believing that both the job
gramming less of it), and the public, there- and the location may be perfect, but you
fore, is understanding it less and giving it don't know that yet), and keep your mind
less support.This is a tragedy. We need to focused on the great musical experiences
be exposed to and educated about great that lie ahead of you.
historical masterpieces of choral music just
as much as we need to be exposed to and Bishop What do you think is the greatest
educated about great art and literature of challenge facing today's conductor?
the past. And we need to realize that the
vast majority of society will appreciate and Shrock Finding a niche in this increasingly
derive enl"ichment from the masterworks generic musical world. It is very difficult for
if given a chance. Of course, masterworks conductors to develop vision and focus in
are not easy, nor are they immediately ac- a society that does not cultivate such atcessible.They take time and great effort in tributes. But vision and focus are absolutely
order for their greatness to be appreciated. necessary if a conductor is to develop efChoral conductors need to comprehend fective strategies, and ultimately create and
this, commit themselves to the time and maintain a successful program.
effort, study more about pelformance
practice, and program more historical
masterworks (including on ACDA convention programs).
Bishop Are you still conducting workshops, clinics, and all-state choirs?

Bishop What advice would you give
young musicians interested in pursuing a
career in choral conducting?
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